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NEW FINISH

ENDUR4NCE
ENDUR4NCE has been
developed in response to
the need to give panic exit
devices a durable surface
finish. Conceived by ISEO,
this finish has an attractive
metal-like appearance and
is extremely hard-wearing.
The ENDUR4NCE finish is applied in a 3-step process:
WITH A CHROMATE PRIMER LAYER
AN INITIAL LAYER OF POWDER COAT PAINT
A SECOND COAT OF LIQUID BASED PAINT COMBINED WITH THE
ANTIGERM* PERMANENT ANTIBACTERIAL TREATMENT.
In-house testing conducted in compliance with the standard UNI EN 1670
demonstrate the excellent performance of this finish, which resists up to
1000 hours of neutral salt spray (NSS) corrosion testing.
The ENDUR4NCE finish combined with the AntiGerm antibacterial treatment
makes ISEO panic exit devices ideal for installation in particularly corrosive
environmental conditions, in public facilities and for all applications
where hygiene and safeguarding health are fundamental prerequisites,
such as: hospitals, clinics, nursing homes, crèches and nursery schools.
The superior corrosion resistance of the visible components of ISEO rim
type panic exit devices is matched by the latches in stainless steel, while
the self-locking systems on all latches increases burglary resistance.
*See AntiGerm brochure for more information.

ENDUR4NCE
APPLICARE
RIM TYPE

AVAILABLE FOR:
IDEA BASE
PUSH
EXTERNAL CONTROLS

ISEO presents ENDUR4NCE, a new highly durable finish available for both Push and
Touch versions of ISEO panic exit bars.
ENDUR4NCE also includes the AntiGerm* treatment. The long-lasting anti-bacterial
action of this treatment ensures all-round safety and protection in any environment.
The ISEO range of rim application panic exit bars is modular and includes versions
with one, two or three latching points.
All ISEO panic devices are designed, engineered and manufactured in Italy: offering
yet another guarantee of superlative quality.

COMPLIANT WITH STANDARD

EN1125:2008

ENDUR4NCE

FIRE RESISTANT MORTICE TYPE

AVAILABLE FOR:
IDEA BASE, MORTISE
PUSH, MORTISE
PALMO

ENDUR4NCE is synonymous with durability, even in particularly corrosive environmental conditions and in high traffic applications.
ENDUR4NCE also stands for strength and elegance. Installing panic exit bars with
this new finish lends a touch of harmony and style to any setting, even the most
elegant.
The distinctive visual appearance of this finish also contributes to accentuating the
sense of robustness and safety of the door itself.
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AVAILABLE FOR:
PRO-EXIT

Panic exit bars with the ENDUR4NCE finish may be used with the mechanical and
electromechanical self-closing locks of the Multiblindo Exit** range. This means
that the durability, resilience and elegance of ENDUR4NCE is matched by the guaranteed security and safety of the lock, in a single ISEO system.
**See Multiblindo brochure for more information.
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